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ROOTS REGGAE

After the success of his two previous albums
Reasonin’ (2012) and Wevolution (2015), on which he
had already collaborated with legends such as Max
Romeo, The Congos or Midnite, Rod Anton comes
back with a new opus called « Ubatuba » released on
CD, digital and for the first time on vinyl LP.
A modern Reggae Music with 80’s influences composed
by Gabriel Bouillon and his label SoulNurse Records.
The lyrics are written in english but also in portuguese
which is Rod’s first language. They talk about love,
travels and call for unity and revolt against the corrupted
leaders of this world.
The title of the album is the name of a city on the southeast coast of Brazil, located between land and sea, a city
with turquoise waters and sublime wild beaches, lush
nature with its thousand magnificent waterfalls… a place
Rod Anton discovered during his travels, a place he fell
in love with, the perfect example of what must be
preserved, the beauty that we have to bequeath to our
children.

TRACKLISTING
01 - Ubatuba
02 - Be Wise Feat. Junior Dread
03 - Eternal Bliss
04 - Song of Liberty Feat. Cedric Myton
05 - Mama Earth
06 - Divine Splendor Feat. Marcus Gad
07 - False Preacher
08 - Amigo Verdadeiro Feat. Xibata
BONUS (CD)
09 - Melodica Splendor Feat. Art-X
10 - Mama Earth - Whales Remix
by Babs Operator
11 - Eternal Bliss Remix
by Ondubground
Albums toujours disponibles

The album’s artwork, designed (like on previous albums) by Christophe Deleau, is a tribute to
the Tupinambá Indians who inhabited this region before being exterminated at the arrival of the
first colonizers, a tribute to all oppressed indigenous peoples who resist this system that
attempts to devour them. To join him in this new odyssey, Rod called artists from the
international Reggae scene. So on this album, we can hear Marcus Gad, a golden voice
coming from New Caledonia, Xibata, an old friend of Rod and pioneer of the portuguese
Reggae scene, Junior Dread, one of Brazil’s best Reggae voices and once again Cedric
Myton, lead singer of legendary Jamaican band The Congos, Rod’s eternal friend and teacher,
present on all his albums.

« UBATUBA » is a new ode to love: love of self, love for the others, love for the nature around us,
universal love extolled on a wicked Roots Reggae! Rod Anton is definitely a worth hearing actor of the
international reggae scene...

